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A Study of the Snow-melt Runoff of Rivers 
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Abstract 
In this paper， the pr巴sentauthor has developed a new method of analysing and computing snow-
melt runoff using th巴 degree-hour factor. He has found the formulae of determining degr巴巴 hours 
only from daily maximum and minimum air temperatures. 
He has applied this m巴thodfor the Saru River Basin and th巴 IshikariRiver Basin in Hokkaido. 
The computed runoff coincides well with the observed runo妊
1. Introduction 
The snow-melt runo旺inSpring is an important problem not only for flood 
control because it often brings flood， but also for such water utilization as hydro-
electric power， irrigation and other kinds of water supply. 
Studies on this subject have been performed actively in U.S.A. since about 
1930.1)，2) Especially a thermo-dynamical study of snow-melt by Wilson3) was re司
marl臼ble，and. Light') also studied similar subjects. As research~s in a五eld，we 
must notice those prosecuted at Gooseberry Creek and at Crater Lake on which 
interesting results were reported5). For predicting the total amount of runoff through 
the snow-melting season， the results of snow survey just before the melting season 
were used; for example， Clyde6) applied this method for rivers in Uta State. But 
for forecasting day司to-dayrunoff， Linsley') adopted the method of degree days and 
applied it to rivers in California. 
In Japan， Sugaya8) performed a snow survey and an investigation of runo旺ln
the Chubetsu River Basin near Mt. Taisetsu in Hokkaidδin 1948， and henceforth 
similar researches by other investigators were carried out actively. 
As known by the previous studies， kinds of heat transfer which cause snow-
melt are listed in the order of importance as follows: 
1) Convection from turbulent air 
2) Heat by condensation of water vapour in air 
3) Solar radiation 
4) Heat from warm rain 
5) Conduction from soil 
6) Conduction from stil air 
Above al， important items are 1)~3)， of which thermo田dynamicalcalculations 
are possible by Wilson's formulae or others. But the combination of these factors 
is very complicated， and the meteorological conditions of nature are widely variable ; 
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therefore， unless the data of observation are 0旺eredenough， application of these 
formulae is di伍cult.
The practical method which hitherto has been used is that of degree days. 
This method adopts air temperature as the most important and representative factor 
which causes snow-melt. The degree day is a quantity of daily mean air temper-
ature which exceeds that at which snow-melt begins (usually taken as OOC) multi-
plied by a day. The snow-melt or its runo宜 perunit degree day is called the 
degree-day factor. The observed values of degree-day factor hitherto reported by 
various investigators are about 0.02~0.15 in.;oF.day namely 0.09，-..，0.7 cm;oC.day. 
The method using degree-day fac-
tor is effective and practical. Never司
theless， ithas irrationality that even in 
the case when the air temperature in 
the daytime is so high that snow-melt 
actually happens， ifthe daily mean air ミ
temperature (which is usually taken as 
the mean of daily maximum and mini-
mum values) is below OOC， the value 
of degree days is calculated as zero. 
(cf. Fig. 1) 
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Fig. 1. Daily mean air temperatur巴 and
integrat巴dair temperature causing 
snow-melt. 
Therefore， for more accurate treatment， the use of integrated value of air 
temperature above OOC should be considered. This is why the author should pro“ 
pose the method using the degree-hour factor!)，lの
2. The Author's Method of Computation of Snow-melt Runoff 
(1) Method of Cornputation of Integrated Air Ternperature 
The integrated value of air temperature above OOC is obtained from records 
of thermograph which， however， isnot usually obtained at a simple observatory 
where only daily maximum and minimum air temperatures are observed. As many 
actual examples show， the daily variation of air temperatur(，! is periodic but not as 
a sine curve; its rising period is shorter while its falling period is longer. 
The author has expressed the daily variation of air temperature by the following 
equatlOn. 
T=CteαZ ( 1 ) 
where T is an air temperature (oC) measured from the minimum air temper-
ature， t isa time (hr) measured from the time of minimum air temperature， and 
C and αare constants. This equation is applied from the time of minimum air 
temperature of a day to ditto of the next day as one division. Taking the time 
length between the hours of maximum and minimum air temperature as 7 hours， 
constants in Eq. (1) are determined as follows. 
At the time of maximum air temperature， 
(158) 
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dT/dtニ 0，hence α= 1/2t2， and putting t =7 we getα ニ 1/98.
From Eq. (1) 
C T d T J ニコ ー6 二二一一一一戸
t t 
Let the temperature di旺erencebetween daily maximum T2 and minimum T， be 
ilT， 
when t=7， T=ilT. 
ilT: ilT Cニ 7-e2ニー x1.649ニ 0.2355ilT 
Therefore Eq. (1) becomes 
T=0.2355 ilTte-t'/98 (2 ) 
The daily variation curve of T by Eq. (2) is as shown in Fig. 2. 
? ? ? ↑
24 
Time t (hr) 
Fig. 2. Daily variation curve of air t巴mperatureand the 
integrated air temperature. 
For the happening of snow-melt， T2>OoC， while T， may be ~至。OC.
1) T，<OoC: 
In this case， the hours t， and t2 when Tニ OOC，are determined by the ratio 
T2/ilT， and integrating T from t， to t2， the integrated value of air temperature 
is obtained. 
Now denote 
C=nilT 
(3 ) 
then atムandt" 
(159) 
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T=JT-T2 
=(l-m)JT=ηJTte叫 Z
te-at'_ 1-m 一一
n 
(4 ) 
Substituting numerical values into constants in Eq. (4)， and rewriting it to the 
form convenient for calculation， 
t 1-m ~ 
100.0叫叫， 0.2355 (4' ) 
Solving the above equation， t1 and t2 may be determined. 
Then the integrated air temperature above OOC i.e. the degree hours D in 
Fig. 2 may be written 
Dニj[;Td叶
= (;瓦礼汁(←eα仁~fff〆ぺ一寸叫Jα叫J今tよう:う)一→(1ト一m川)(仇ιト日日一寸tム1)}いd汀T 
ニ(ド11叩
=cJT (5 ) 
In the above equation， c iseventually a function of m only， and is calculated 
as shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. 
官γL t， t2 E 
.1 4.8 9.4 .29 
2 4.0 10.6 .86 
.3 3.3 11.5 1.60 
.4 2.8 12.5 2.49 
.5 2.2 13.5 3.55 
.6 1.8 14.5 4.74 
.7 1.3 15.6 6.08 
.8 .9 17.1 7.62 
9 .4 19.3 9.37 
1.0 。 24.0 11.50 
2) T，=OoC:ー
In this case， m= 1. Denote D in this case as D" then from Table 1， 
D。ニ11.50JT (6 ) 
(160) 
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3) T，>OOC:一
1n this case， m> L 
D=Do+24T1 
= {lL50+24(m-l)}L1T 
= 24 (m-O.521)L1T=cL1T (7 ) 
As seen above， c isa linear function of m， namely varies as a straight line. 
Summarizing the above， m-; relation is shown in Table 2 and Fig. 3. 
Table 2. 泊't-~ Relation 
升t
? ?? ?
.02 .04 0.4 .08 
.0 .0 .0 .1 .1 :ょ
.1 .3 .4 .5 6 .7 
.2 9 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.5 
.3 1.6 1.8 1.9 2.1 2.3 
4 2.5 2.7 2.9 3.1 3.3 
.5 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.2 4.5 
.6 4.7 5.0 5.3 5.5 5.8 
.7 6.1 6.4 6.6 6.9 7.3 
.8 7.6 7.9 8.3 8.6 9.0 
9 9.4 9.8 10.2 10.6 11.0 
l.0 1l.5 12.0 12.5 13.0 13.4 
1.1 13.9 14.4 14.9 15.3 15.8 
1.2 16.3 16.8 17.3 17.7 IU42 
1.3 18.7 19.2 19.7 20.1 20.6 
1.4 21.1 21.6 22.0 22.5 23.0 
1.5 23.5 239 24.4 24.9 25.3 
1.6 25.9 26.3 26.8 27.3 27.8 
1.7 28.3 28.7 29.2 29.7 30.2 
1.8 30.7 31.1 31.6 32.1 32.6 
1.9 33.1 33.5 34.0 34.5 35.0 
As described above， ifonly the maximum and minimum air temperatures are 
given in any day， from Table 2 the value of c isfound by which degree hours 
D (OC hr) may be easily computed. 
Equations related are summarized as follows. 
、? ? ?
、???
??? ??ィ?
悦 =T2/L1T (8 ) 
D=ミL1T
(161) 
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The above-mentioned theory has been com司
posed， assuming that the minimum air tem- 20 
perature of a day is nearly equal to ditto of 
the next day. Actually， however， there is a 
litle di旺erencebetween these two， hence some にJ E 
error exists between the computed and the 
actual valu田 ofD. To remove such an error， 
the minimum air temperature used for calcu 
lation should rather be taken as the mean ~ 1 
value of the minimum air temperature of a 
トー
ト一一一一L-~ 
/ 
/ 
day T，α and that of the next day TJb， namely 
T，=す(九十九) (9) 
Numerical example:一
6ト一一 〆
EWI T，αニ -40C T'b = -20C 0.2 0.4 O 0.8 1.0 1. 1.4 
T2ニ 80C
川
Fig. 3. m-~ curve. 
From the above data， D is required. 
From Table 2， 
T，= ~ (一山ニー30C
L1T= Tz-T1ニ 8一(-3)= 110C 
m ニ T2/L1T=8/11 = 0.727 
5ニ 6.5
D ニ t;ilTニ 6.5x 11 = 71.soC hr 
The calculated value of D by the above method nearly coincides with the 
actual value; its error is less than about土8%while the former method of degree 
days may contain an error about 土30%，especially larger error when the mean 
daily air temperature is near OOC. 
(2) Integrated Temperature-Area Causing Snow-Melt 
In a river basin， snow-melt happens in the zone between the snow line which 
is the lower limit of snow cover area and the freezing line which is defined as 
the line where the daily maximum air temperature is OOC. 
Fig. 4 shows the area-elevation curve for a river basin， on which the snow 
line elevation h， and the freezing line elevation h2 being indicated， the percentage of 
area for each of them p， and 1う2 is easily found graphically. Then the snow-melting 
area A is expressed by 
A=(ρ1 -P2) Ao/100 
where Ao is the total basin area. 
(162) 
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The snow line， in a snow-melting sea-
son， moves up and down as the season ad-
vances and is not constant. Moreover， the 
snow-line does not always coincide with a 
contour line; it is generally lower on north-
ward or forestcovered slopes and is higher 
on southward or bare slopes. Nevertheless， 
it is possible to determine the mean elevation 
of snowωline of the whole basin and to know ~ 
163 
its movement following the progress of sea-
son in broad view. 
i hmト-J一
邑 I
Avea -elevation山 V同
Next， the freezing line also moves every 
day and is not constant. But its elevation 
is determined by the air temperature at an 
observatory if the lapse rate of air tempera-
ture is known. The lapse rate may be gen-
erally assumed as 0.60CjlOO m in the snow凶
melting season. Then the freezing line ele-
vation h2 is 
叫-十一一 十一 一ー
100 九=ho+一一一-L?
" '-0' 0.6 -" 
←刷tI4zme→
o D2 Pm PI 10 
Fig.4. 
D~ainage avea (%) 
Relation between the area 
and elevation of a snow-
melting zone. 
(11) 
where 10 is the elevation of an observatory and T~ is the daily maximum air 
temperature at the observatory. 
The areaモlevationcurve for a river basin is important for・thecalculation of 
snow-melting area; this curve may be drawn by planimetering along contour linesラ
but that method requires an enormous and troublesome work. As a simpler and 
also precise and practical method， the author wishes to recommend the method 
using the elevations of grid intersections over a topographic map.'1) 
The air temperature of a melting area is represented by the air temperature 
at the median elevation， i.e. 50% elevation h市 ofthc area. This丸 isthe elev-
ation for p怖ラ themiddle point of P， and P2) and may be found gr叩hicallyfrom 
the area-elevation curve. The temperature difference T' between those at the 
observatory and at h哨 1S
0.6 
=一一(ん「ん。)
100 
(12) 
Using the relations above stated， only from daily maximum and minimum air 
temperatures at the observatory， dittos at h叫 a町 determined;then by Eq. (8) D is 
computed， and multiplying D by A， we get the integrated temperature-area DA 
which is a numerical expression of a main element that causes the snow-melt 
runo百ina river basin. 
(163) 
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But when we do such computation extending over many days， itis more 
convenient to use k D instead of D A in w hich 
長二A/A。 (13) 
Since k isa dimensionless number of ratio， kD is expressed in degree hours. 
(3) Analysis of Runo鉦andthe Ratio of Snow-melt Runo鉦
As well known， runo旺 consistsof direct runo百 andbase flow runo旺;the 
former being surface runo旺whichvaries more suddenly by dayぺo-daycauses and 
the latter being groundwater runo百whichvaries quite slowly. In a snow-melting 
season， each of them consists of snow-melt runo旺andrainfall runoff. 
Their relation may be written 
Qs= Q-(Qr十Qo) (14) 
where Q is the whole discharge， Qs is the discharge due to direct snow四melt
runoff， Qγis that due to rainfall and Qo is the base flow discharge. 
Runoff at some period is written 
に=JQsdt= JQdt-J(弘+Qo)dt (15) 
If the discharge is expressed by daily mean discharge， since one day is 24 x 60 
x 60 = 0.0864 X 106 seconds， discharge and runoff are exchanged each other by the 
following Eq. (16). 
v= JQdt=O削×町Q 1 
(16) 
L; Q = V/O.0864 x 10' J 
where V is the runo旺(m3) at some period and L; Q is the sum of daily mean 
discharges (m3/sec) at the period. 
Actual examples show that the day-to-day variations of kD and discharge Q 
correspond well each other with some lag of time， but the variation of kD is 
generally more sharp while that of Q is milder. This is because the snow-melt 
runo旺(rainfallrunoff also) caused by k D of a day does not end in a day but is 
distributed over several days and is averaged， and moreover， because the base flow 
eXlsts. 
Then， taking some suitable number of days continuous， and computing Vs 
by Eqs. (15) and (16) and meanwhile computing L; kD or L; DA in the same 
number of days continuous but preceding by the lag of time formerly mentioned， 
the ratio of snow-melt runoff i.e. the degree-hour factor !s or刀maybe written 
!s = Vs/エkD 1 
f: = V~/ L;DA 1 
where Is is in m3;oC.hr and f: is in 10-3 mm;oC.hr if A is in km2 • 
Rememberingん=A/ Ao， !sis exchanged to f: by 
(164) 
(17) 
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f; =fsjA。 (18) 
As already mentioned， when we calculate over many days， itis more con-
venient to use kD instead of DA， that is to say， to use fs instead of 刀.
However， for comparing di旺erentbasins， itis better to use J:-
Using fs or f;， the snow-melt runoff Vs may be computed by 
Vs=fskD 1 
Vs=刀 DA f 
(4) Seasonal Variation of the Ratio of Snow-melt Runo鉦
(19) 
The result of Linsley's study of rivers in California shows that the value of 
degree-day factor is small in early spring but increases as the season advances to 
summer. The result of Work's research at Crater Lake shows that the melt value 
per degree-day also increases as the season advances， and this is concerned with 
the quantity of snow田meltitself and does not contain the e旺ectof lag of runo旺.
These data show that the ratio of snow-melt runoff increases as the season 
advances with which coincides the result of analysis in the Saru River Basin by 
the author. 
In computing fs， the technique of determining base丑owdischarge is concerned 
with， and since the base flow itself varies， there exists the complexity of the pro-
blem. However， the data at Crater Lake show that the quantity of snow-melt 
itself varies seasonally， being unrelated to runoff. 
As the factors a旺ectingseasonal variation of fs， the seasonal variation of solar 
radiation and albedo of snow and the ripening of snow， etc. may be considered. 
1) Effect of solu.r radiation 
In the northern semi-sphere of the earth， as the season advances from spring 
to summer， the altitude of the sun becomes higher and the heat of solar radiation 
increases. The ratio of intensity of solar radiation J for a horizontal plane to the 
solar constant Jo is expressed by 
JjJo = sinθp山 ino (20) 
where θis the elevational angle of the sun，ρis the transmission coe伍cientof 
atmosphere which is 0.8~0.6 or nearly 0.7 as the mean value. If we may repre-
sentθby that at noon， for example， a位t4必30North Latitude (near Sa叩ppo町r川 Hok-
kaρidδ削)， taking ρ= 0.7， JjJo in the middle of each month from March to June may 
be calculated by Eq. (20) as follows. 
孔10nth
。
JjJo 
Table 3. Seasonal Variation of Jj.To (430 N.L.) 
March 
450 30' 
.432 
April 
570 00/ 
.547 
(16ラ〕
May 
660 00〆
.617 
June 
700 20/ 
.645 
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However， since the counter radiation from the surface of snow is supposed 
nearly equal to the solar radiation in March， assuming that both are equal， the 
net values of heat of radiation gained by snow are as follows. 
Table 4. Seasonal Variation of [司Jolnet
一竺空__~_I~~竺上ーケril ~L~ M竺 J 土ne ー
[川1net 0 I .115 .185 .213 
Ratio to April I 0 1.00 1.61 1.85 
Namely， the value of [J/Jo]net becomes nearly twice in June， as compared 
with that in Apri1. 
2) Other effects 
1t is supposed that as the season advances the ripening of snow makes the 
value of !s increase， but it is di缶cultto express it numerically. 
The albedo of newly fallen snow being about 0.85 and that of old snow about 
0.4~0.7， the ratios of absorption of solar radiation may be approximately com~ 
pared as follows. 
80rt of snow 
Newly fallen snow 
Old snow 
Albedo 
0.85 
0.50 
Ratio of abs. 
of so1. rad. 
0.15 
0.50 
Namely， the ratio of absorption of solar radiation of old snow may be more 
than three times as much as that of newly fallen snow. 
8ummarizing the above， though the seasonal variation of !s is consid ered to 
be somewhat different according to regions， and though it is di伍cultto determine 
its value generally， the results by Linsley and by W ork show that the ratios of 
values of !s in April， May and June are approximately 1 : 2~3 : 4~6. According 
to the considerations already described in this article， these ratios may be said to 
be almost a伍rmable. Therefore， ina region at the medium latitude of the northern 
semisphere， the ratios of values of!s at each middle day of April， May and June 
may be assumed as 1: 2.5 : 5.0. 
(5) Calculation of Rainfall Runo貸
The elevational distribution of precipitation in a snow-melting season should 
be studied， as shown in Fig. 5， being divided into the following three zones. 
1) Rainfall in the snowless zone below the snow-line or the unfreezable line 
2) Rainfall and snowfall in the snow-melting zone 
3) 8nowfall above the freezing line 
In the above， the unfreezable line means the line of elevation where the daily 
minimum air temperature is OOC， and that does not always coincide with the snow-
line but may be regarded as approximately coincident. 
(166) 
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Also in regard to the boundary line between 2) and 3)ラ i.e.the coincidence 
of the upper limit of rainfall zone with the freezing line， the same may be said. 
In the zone 2)， both of rainfall and snowfall may occur， and the percentage 
FrC!ing line 
川 、1トL 一一一一
?????〉
?? ? ?
h， 
h。トー」
u P 2 P I 10 
Dra i nlge dyea ( %) Pr8cipitation 
Fig. 5. Elevational distribution of rainfal in a 
snow-melting season 
of rainfall will increase as the elevation decreases. The boundary line of distribu司
tion between the amount of rainfall and that of snowfall may be a curve， but may 
be regarded approximately as a straight line. 
The whole amount of precipitation， as well-known， generally increases as the 
elevation increases， but its maximum value exists a litle below the top of a high 
mountain; hence its distribution curve will be approximately as shown in Fig. 5. 
According to the above consideration， when the observatory exists at a low 
elevation， itis clear that in order to get the value of rainfall suitable for the whole 
basin， we find it necessary to correct observed values. In early spring， when the 
freezing line exists at a lower elevation， the necessity of such correction is great. 
The snowfall in the zone 3) above the freezing line remains as snow covers 
and may be regarded not to run 0妊 immediately.
1) Rainfall runoff in the snowless zone belo叩 thesnoω line. 
This may be treated similarly as ordinary rainfall runoff， but since near the 
snow line the ground is very wet， the ratio of runo旺 issupposed to be large. 
The drainage area A，(km2) below the snow line is 
?、 、 、???
』 ， ， ，
?
?
ー?
??
??
????
? ?? (21) 
Hence the amount of rainfall V，. (m3) is 
(167) 
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Vr= 1門昨一命)Ao (22) 
where R (mm) is rainfall and λlS a coe伍cientof runo正
2) RainJall runoff in the snoω-melting zone above the snow line. 
Rainfall in this zone may be reserved in the snow cover as water for a long 
while， therefore the lag of runoff may occur with the same tendency as the snow悶
melt runoff. 
The area of snow-melting zone being given by Eq. (10)， the amount of rainfall 
runoff is 
Vr = 1O-3fR(ρj -p2)Ao/100 (23) 
3) Rai;吋αIr弘前1fwhen the snowless and the snowy zones αre su:悦 marized.
In this case， the area of the rainfall zone Ar is 
Aγ=(1ーすσ)Ao=αlAo (24) 
whereα1 is a coefficient which shows the ratio of the rainfall area. 
Next， in Fig. 5， the rainfall below the snow line being assumed approximately 
uniformly distributed as Ro， the mean value of rainfall R叫 iscomputed as follows. 
When p，>O i.e.ん2くん田山
R市 =f(h，-ho)Ro+ ~ (ん2一九)R)1-l¥'. '.OI~~O' 2 ¥'.2 '"1 I'~oí h，-h。
ん2+h，-2h~ ''2"，;.''1 7.:..J:"0 Ro::::α2R。
2(ん-ho)
where α， isa coefficient which shows the mean value of rainfall. 
When h， < hmax and h， =ho，α2 = 1/2. 
When h2> hmax，α， islarger than 1/2 and approaches to 1. 
Then the amount of rainfall runo旺 lS
Vr = 10-3α1αぷRAo
The rainfall runo旺considereda-
bove in various cases never ends in 
a day but continues for several days. 
In order to determine its distribution， 
we may well apply the unit graph 
method. Such a unit graph， however， 
from the point of view of its purpose， 
does not always have to be precise 
but may be approximate such as com-
posed by triangles. For example， re崎
(168) 
Fig. 6. Unit graph. 
(25) 
(26) 
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ferring to the distribution graph by Nakayasu12l， the unit graph as shown in Fig_ 
6 may be used_ 
Such a unit graph may be easily drawn only if the basin lag tg is presumed. 
Then， from the composite hydrograph， the day-to-day percentage of runoff distribu司
tion may be determined. 
(6) Calculation of Base Flow 
The base flow in the snow-melting season may be said to have the following 
properties in broad view. 
1) The base flow at the beginning of a melting season is nearly equal to the 
low water discharge in winter. 
2) The base flow increases as the melting season advances， and holds larger 
value during the period when snow melts hard. 
3) At the end of the melting season， the base flow decreases gradually but 
is stil larger than the value at the beginning. 
In order to determine the value of base丑ow，the author proposes the follow-
ing method. 
At first， referring to the low water discharge in winter， we should assume a 
constant base flow Qo through the whole melting season， and五ndj; in every ten 
days by Eq. (17). Then the value of j; will increase as the season advances， and 
the rate of its increase will generally exceed that already considered in Article (4). 
(Call it“the s却nd，αrdr，αtio") Because the snow-melt runo旺 containingbase flow 
occurs generally a while later than the phenomenon of snow-melt itself， and since 
the lag accumulates gradually， the apparent value of j; increases greatly as the 
season advances. Therefore keeping the seasonal variation of the value of j; at 
the standard ratio， increase and correct the value of base flow at every period of 
ten days. The method of calculation is as follows. 
Now， let j;1 be the value of j; at any period when the base flow is assumed 
as Qu and let jムbethe corrected value. Denote 
dj; = f，臥-j;品
To increase Qo by dQo for correcting j; is to decrease the direct snow-melt 
discharge by dQs which is equal to dQo; hence from Eqs. (16) and (17)， the fol-
lowing relation is brought about. 
L;L1Qo = dj;L;kDjO.0864 x 106 (27) 
Namely， the base flow at this period should be increased by L; dQ。、 Then
the mean value of base flow which is to be added becomes 
[L1Q心 =L; L1 Qojn (28) 
where n is the number of days during the period. 
(7) Distribution and Composition of Runoff 
The distribution of snow-melt runoff is considered to be fundamentally similar 
to that of rainfall runo正 However，the snow-melt runoff has a tendency of delay 
(169) 
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as compared with the ordinary rainfall runoff; hence its value of tq is expected 
to be larger. That value may be foundラ inan actual river basin， by the difference 
of the time of peak flow and the time of antecedent maximum air temperature in 
a day when the e旺ectof rainfall is negligible. 
In applying a unit graph to 
the snow-melt runoff， the distribu-
tion of D is determined by the 
value of m， which generally in-
creases as the season advances， but 
in actual examples， during the peri目
od of maximum snow-melt， m与
0.8~0.9. 
Now， assuming m = 0.8 repre-
sentatively， the percentage of D in 
each 4 hrs is found as shown in 
Fig. 7. 
1.0 
;T .6 
Fig. 7. 
川 ~O.ß
T curve 
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Time (hr) 
24 
The integrated air temperature (%) in 
each 4 hours. 
From the hydrograph composed by the unit graph and using % of D in each 
4 hrs in Fig. 7， the day-to-day distribution of runo丘 maybe determined. How-
ever， even if the unit graph itself is used， the results will not be so di旺erent.
Summarizing the above， the discharge Q at any day is written 
Q = Qs+Qr十Q。 (29) 
(9) Forecasting Snow-melt Flood 
Forecasting the snow】meltflood which is necessary for flood control is possible 
by applying the above-mentioned method of solution. 
In a river basin， by analysis of runoff in the snow-melting season for a year 
or two the value of 1.; proper for the basin and the tendency of base flow may be 
found. Therefore， ifonly the meteorological conditions are forecasted， daily mean 
discharge may be done as well. 
But it is rather the value of peak discharge and its time of happening than 
the daily mean discharge that is necessary for flood forecasting. Now， let the 
daily mean discharge be denoted by Q， and the maximum discharge by Q凶山 and 
wnte 
Qmax=ηQ (30) 
The value ofザ shouldbe previously found in the analysis of runoff. Of 
course万isnot constant， and will vary somewhat owing to the value of Q and 
others， but its approximate tendency must be found. Then using it， Qmax will be 
obtained. 
Next， the time of happening of maximum discharge， in regard to the snow-
melt runoff only， will be generally at midnight in the case of a small basin. In 
the case of a large basin， using what was obtained in each tributary， the method 
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of fl.ood routing may be applied. 
3. Actual Examples of Analysis and Computation 
(1) Snow-melt Runo鉦 inthe Saru Ri ver Basin 
The Saru River Basin above Piratori is as shown in Fig_ 8. At its riverhead 
lie the steep Hidaka Mountains which may be called the backbone of Hokkaido_ 
Soale 
L工r.-b~阿
Fig. 8. The Saru River Basin. 
The drainage area above the Hidaka observatory is 420 km2， and its area四
elevation curve is as shown in Fig_ 9_ 
On the computation of snow-melt runoff in this river basin in the spring of 
1957， the author has formerly published戸川 but adding the correction by the later 
studyラ wishesto describe here again. The stage-discharge curve at the Hidaka 
observatory is as shown in Fig. 10， using which and from the auto-record of water 
stage the daily mean discharge may be determined. 
The actual auto-record of water stage shows that there is diurnal fl.uctuation 
by day and night and that peak fl.ow exists near the midnight， therefore in oder 
to calculate runoff taking the midnight as a center， the daily mean discharge was 
calculated dividing each day at noon. The day-to-day variation oI the snow line 
elevation in the basin is linear as shown in Fig. 11， and the observed values near 
Muroran for reference are plotted almost on the same straight line. 
Since the maximum elevation of the basin is 1930 m， the snow-melt in the 
(171) 
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Fig. 10. Stage-discharge curve for th巴 SaruRiver at Hidaka. 
basin is supposed to be五nishedat about June 17. The author performed snow 
surveying in this basin at 4~5 th of April of the same year. The total runoff 
during the period from Apr. 5 to June 17 amounted to 
SQdt = 2669m3/sec.day = 230.6 x 106 m3 
The result of the snow survey was formerly published by the author.9)同
Generally， when the elevational distribution of water equivalent of snow cover is 
linear， the total water equivalent of snow cover V8 may be expressed by 
(172) 
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Vs=CH叩 A (31) 
where H切 isthe water equivalent of snow cover at the median e1evation of a 
basin， A is the tota1 basin area and C is a coe伍cientof correction due to the 
e妊ectof forests. 
Taking C = 0.9 considering the condition of forests in the basin， the tota1 
water equiva1ent of snow cover as of Apr. 5 becomes 
V8 = 0.9 x 0.663 x 420 x 106 
= 250.7 x 10' m3 
1n the next p1ace， the amount of rainfall was taken as the mean value of 
that of three observatories， i.e. Hidaka (e1evation 290 m)， Kamichizaka (600 m) and 
Furenai (87 m). Since the tota1 rainfall during this period is 167 mm， the tota1 
vo1ume of rainfall Vr is 
Vr = 0.167 x 420 x 10' = 70.2 x 106m3 
Hence， the mean ratio of runo旺duringthe period becomes 
fニ 5Qdt/(に+Vr) 
= 230.6/(250.7+ 70.司令0.72
The freezing 1ine e1evation h2 is determined by taking ho = 290m in Eq. (11). 
Then by the author's method， from the day-to-day maximum and minimum 
air temperatures at the Hidaka observatory， the day-to-dayんD was computed. 
These day-to-dayんD，rainfall and discharge are shown in Fig. 12. 
1n ana1yzing the runo旺， the base flow was at五rstassumed as Qo = 8.0m3/sec 
which is equa1 to the 10w water discharge just before the snow-melting se加 onand 
which was assumed as constant during the who1e period. The rainfall runoff was 
calcu1ated at every period of ten days using Eq. (26) where fr being assumed as 
0.75. 
The va1ue of f， at every period of ten days was calcu1ated as shown in Tab1e 
5. 
1n Tab1e 5， the va1ues of L: kD in June are small and the runoff shou1d be 
rather regarded as recession， hence the va1ues of f， (>1< marked) are not re1iab1e. 
Tab1e 5 shows that the va1ues of fs in April are near1y constant and equa1 
to 0.012 on an average. Hence， taking it as a basis， and app1ying the standard 
ratio of 1 : 2.5: 5 for Apr.: May: June， the seasona1 variation of fs as suitab1e is 
drawn as a curve shown in Fig. 13. 
From Fig. 13， the va1ues of f， at every period of ten days are shown in 
Tab1e 6. 
Using the above values of f" the va1ues of base flow were corrected by Eqs. 
(27) and (28) as shown in Table 7. 
Next， for determining the distribution of runoff， the 1ag tq for snow-melt runoff 
(173) 
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Table 5. Calculation of f8 
No. .0864 Vr j~ 
Date of (Z(Q 106mZ3Q) o)days (mりs)i ( " ) (，) (，) I (OChr) (106m3;oC hr) 
4.5-10 6 73 48 2.2 0.1 2.1 123.4 .0170 
" 11-20 10 150 80 6.1 0.3 5.8 517.7 .0112 
" 21-30 10 337 80 22.2 11.7 10.5 847.7 .0124 
5. 1-10 10 371 80 25.1 7.3 17.8 697.7 .0255 
" 11-20 10 496 80 35.9 6.8 29.1 620.7 .0469 
" 21-31 11 677 88 50.9 10.1 40.8 330.3 .1235 
6. 1-10 10 391 80 26.9 6.0 20.9 26.5 .789特
" 11-17 7 174 56 10.2 1.9 8.3 2.7 3.074特
Totals 74 2669 592 179.5 44.2 135.3 3166.7 0427 
.08 
I denotes the values in T able 5. 
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Fig. 13. Seasonal variation of jも.
Table 6. Values of f8 (106m3;oC.hr) 
て九七 April 
First .012 
.012 
.015 
May l.-~- June 
Middle 
Last 
Table 7. Values of mean Qo (m3/sec) 
---._二Te二n百da函m\百 ~I April May 
First 8 11 
Middle 8 20 
Last 8 37 
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was presumed as 10 hrs， and an approximate unit graph was drawn from which 
runoff percentage was determined as follows: 
? ??? ???
? ?
? ?
?
?
?
?
? ??
2 
30 
3 
20 
The distribution of rainfall runo妊 maybe considered not so different from 
that of snow-melt runo旺inthe case when the snow-melting zone and the snowless 
zone are treated together， but generally rainfall does not continue every day as 
snow-melt; hence the number of days of its distribution should be taken more. 
Here， the runo旺distributionwas assumed as follows: 
Order of day 
Runoff % 
?
?
2 
25 
3 
15 
4 
10 
As described above， the day-to-day discharges Q肘 Qrand Qo were computed 
respecti¥ァelyand summed up together as Q， which is shown in Fig. 12. 
Comparing both observed and computed discharges， itmay be said to have 
fair accuracy. 
(2) Snow-melt Runo鉦inthe upper Ishikari River Basin 
The upper Ishikari Ri¥ァerBasin above Ino is as shown in Fig. 14. 
The drainage area is 3430 km2， and its area-elevation curve is as shown in 
Fig. 15. 
Fig. 14. The upper Ishikari River Basin. 
(176) 
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The day-to-day variation of the snow line elevation in the basin is linear as 
shown in Fig. 16， and in spite of having some differences between the positions 
of lines every year， its mean velocity of rising is constant indicating 22 mjday 
while that of the Saru River Basin was 25 mjday. 
? ?
??????
A part of the auto-record of water stage of the Ishikari River at In凸.
(177) 
Fig. 17. 
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The lapse rate of air temperature， 
according to the result of investigation 
in the basin， indicated 0.60CJ100 m 
which coincides with what is described 
in meteorology. 
For calculation of k D， as a mete-
orological observatory， Asahigawa (elev戸
ation 113 m) was adopted. 
Discha'ge Q (m'/SB口)
As observatories of rainfall， Asa-
higawa (113 m)， Eoroshi (360 m) and 
Sounkyo (625 m) were selected. The 
mean of observed values at these three 
places is considered to give the suitable 
value as the mean of whole basin in 
view of plane as well as of elevation. 
Fig. 18. Stage-discharge curve for the 
Ishikari River at Ino. 
The auto-record of water stage at Ino in the spring of 1957 shows that the 
main snow-melting period is April， hence analysis was performed from the end of 
March til 10th of May. 
Fluctuation of water stage by day and night is seen also and more promi-
nent than in the case of the Saru River. Fig. 17 shows a part of it. 
The stage-discharge curve at Ino is as shown in Fig. 18. 
The day-to-dayんD，rainfall and discharge are as shown in Fig. 19. 
Fig. 19 shows that the day-to-day var匂tionofんD and that of discharge cor-
respond well each other with a lag of half a day. 
In analyzing the runo旺， the base flow was at first assumed as Qo = 40 m' Jsec 
which is equal to the low water discharge just before the snow-melting season and 
which was assumed as constant during the whole period. The rainfall runo旺was
calculated at every period of ten days using Eq. (26) where fr being assumed as 
0.75 referring to the case of the Saru River. 
The value of f， at every period of ten days was calculated as shown in Table 
8. 
Table 8. Calculation of 18 
No. L:Q L:Q。 .0864 17r 178 
Date 。f (Z(Q10-6mZ3) Q。)days (m'/s) (，) (，) (，，) (OC hr) 1(106m'tC 1吋
4. 1-10 10 3176 I 400 240 13 227 462.6 .491 
" 11-20 10 4553 400 359 31 328 543.7 .603 
“21-30 10 4619 400 364 23 341 500.0 .682 
5. 1-10 10 3195 400 241 12 229 371.9 .616 
Tota!s 40 15543 1600 1204 79 1878.2 .59 
(178) 
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Fig. 19. 
Table 8 shows that the value of fs does not indicate great variation during 
the period; hence， itis considered that it may be constant during the whole period 
by correcting the base flow properly. The value of fs is smaller for the first ten 
days of April and is larger after the middle ten days of April having the peak at 
the last ten days of April， but there is no great variation from the middle ten days 
of April til the first ten days of May. Hence， taking the value of fs after the 
middle ten days of April together and comparing it to that of the first ten days 
of April， the value of base flow was corrected to 150 m3jsec after the middle ten 
days of April. 
The corrected value of fs during the whole period Is 0.43 x 106mナChr which 
is converted to 0.125 mm;oC hr. Furthermore， itis equivalent to 0.30cm;oC.day 
which n回 rlycoincides with the value of 0.28 cm;oC day which was found by 
Ohtsubo and others叫 inthe runoff of the Ishikari River at Ebetsu. 
The snow-melt runo旺distributionwas， from a unit graph taking tg = 12 hrs， 
(179) 
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determined as follows (the same as for the case of the Saru River): 
? ?????
?
???
???? ? ?2 
30 
3 
20 
In regard to the rainfall runo旺， since the length l of the main river until the 
source is nearly equal to 120 km， the basin lag tg is， by Nakayasu's formula叫
九二0.27l0・7
= 0.27 X 1200 •7 =7.7と8hr 
However， according to the actual data， the di百erenceof time between the 
peal王ofrainfall and that of flow is found to be about 12 hrs， which coincides 
with tg of the snow-melt runoff. Hence， the runoff distribution was here assumed 
as follows (the same as for the case of the Saru River) : 
Order of day 
Runoff % 
1 
50 
2 
25 
3 
15 
4 
10 
As described above， the day-to-day discharges Q.， Qr and Qo were computed 
respectively and summed up together as Q which is shown in Fig. 19. 
Comparing both observed and computed discharges， itmay be said to have 
fair accuracy. 
4. Conclusions 
From what has been described above， the following conclusions are arrived 
at. 
1) The snow-melt runoff of a river is important for flood control as well as 
for water utilization. 
2) The thermo-dynamical calculation of various factors causing snow-melt is 
possible， but its application to the snow-melt runoff in an actual and vast river 
basin is di伍cult.
3) The method is practical which adopts air temperature as a main factor 
determining the amount of snow-melt， but the method of degree days formerly 
used contains some irrationality and shows a great error when the mean daily air 
temperature is near OOC. 
4) The author has proposed to use degree hours and introduced the formulae 
to determine degree hours only by daily maximum and minimum air temperatures 
and shown m-c relation for the convenience of calculation. 
5) The values of degree hours calculated by the author's theory have satis-
tactory accuracy as compared with values from actual auto-records. 
6) In the computation of snow-melt runoff， the area-elevation curve of a basin 
plays an important part. To draw the curve， the method of grid intersections is 
found convenient. 
7) The integrated temperature-area D A or k D at the median elevation of 
(180) 
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the snow-melting zone may be regarded as representative of the quanty which 
causes snow-melt. 
8) The day-to-day variation of the snow line elevation during the melting 
period is about linear in broad view. 
9) The ratio of snow-melt runoff increases as the season advances， but at a 
shorter period， itmay be regarded as constant. 
10) The snow悶meltrunoff has a tendency of delay as compared with ordinary 
rainfall runoff， and the same is said in regard to the rainfall runoff during a snow-
melting period. 
11) On the elevational distribution of rainfall during a snow-melting period， 
special consideration is necessary which should be applied for the calculation of 
runoff. 
12) Runoff distribution may be determined by applying the unit graph method. 
13) The base flow increases as a melting season advances， and decreases gradu-
ally， after either having a wide peak or keeping a larger value. 1ts variation may 
be calculated by assuming a standard ratio of values of fs in each month. 
14) If the meteorological conditions are forcasted， the prediction of snow田melt
flood is possible. 
15) The computed values of runoff by the author's method in the Saru River 
Basin and the 1shikari River Basin coincide well with the observed values. 
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